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Abstract 
Let 2 and C’ be two m-input n-dimensional linear dynamical Systems over a commu- 
tative ring R. If Z is feedback equivalent to 1’ then Z is pointwise feedback equivalent to 
C’ (i.e. for all Prime ideal % of R the Systems C(b) and L’(p) are feedback equivalent 
over the residue field k(b), where C(h) is th e natura1 extension of 2 to k(b)). This Paper 
is devoted to the study of the pointwise feedback relation. We characterize when two 
Systems L and Z’ are pointwise equivalent. We show that R is an absolutely flat ring 
if and only if the feedback relation and the pointwise feedback relation are equivalent. 
The particular case of rings of real-valued continuous functions is specially treated. 
0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Kepvords: Systems over commutative rings; Feedback relation; Absolutely Rat rings 
1. Introduction and notations 
Throughout this Paper R denotes a commutative ring with unit element. An 
m-input n-dimensional linear dynamical System C over R is a pair of matrices 
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(F, G), where F = CJj) 1s an n x n matrix and G = (gl,) is an n x m matrix with 
entries in R. 
The linear dynamical System C = (F, G) is feedback equivalent to the linear 
dynamical System C’ = (F’, G’), if C tan be transformed to C’ by one element of 
the feedback group F,,,(R). For the reader’s convenience we recall that F,,,(R) 
is the group generated by the following three types of transformations: 
1. F H F’ = Pl??’ ; G H G’ = PG for some regular matrix P. This transforma- 
tion is consequence of a Change of base in R”, the state module. 
2. F c) F’ = F; G H G’ = GQ for some regular matrix Q. This transformation 
is consequence of a Change of base in R”, the input module. 
3. F HF’ = F + GK; G H G’ = G for some matrix K, which is called a feed- 
back matrix. 
When R is a field k, a classical result of Brunovsky characterizes the class of 
equivalence of C by the action of the feedback group. In fact the Kronecker 
indices are a complete set of invariants for this equivalence relation. (See 
[1>21.) 
The motivation of the Paper is the following. Suppose that R is the real-valued 
continuous functions ring %‘(X, [w) where X is a compact topological space. 
Let C = (F, G) and C = (F’, G’) be two linear dynamical Systems over 
R = +Y(X, [w). For every x E X we consider the linear dynamical Systems over [w 
given by C(x) = (F(x), G(x)) and C’(x) = (F’(x), G’(x)) where F(x) = l&(x)) 
and G(x) = (gij(x)). Clearly if C is feedback equivalent to C’ then E(x) is feedback 
equivalent to C’(x). But the converse is not true in general. Then, a natura1 ques- 
tion is: when is the converse true? This fact motivates to study the following 
relation: C is closed pointwise feedback equivalent to C’ if and only if C(x) is feed- 
back equivalent to C’(x) for all x E X. 
Since X is a compact topological space, the application 
X + max R, 
x +-+ WZ, = {f E R/f(x) = 0} 
is an homeomorphism (See [3], ch. 1, ex. 26) where max R is the set of all 
maximal ideals of R with the Zariski topology. Consequently the closed point- 
wise feedback relation tan be expressed in the following terms: C is closed 
pointwise feedback equivalent to C’ if and only if for every maximal ideal M 
of R = $?(X, [w) the Systems L(M) and L’(M) over R/WZ are feedback equiva- 
lents, where C(H) is the System over k(m) = R/ cw obtained by extension of sca- 
lars from R to R/wz. 
This Paper is devoted to study the above relation in the context of the 
Theory of Linear Dynamical Systems over Commutative Rings. In Order to 
describe the main results we introduce some notations. 
Let R be a commutative ring with unit and let C = (F, G) be a linear dynamical 
System over R. If cp : R --+ R’ is a ring homomorphism, we denote by q*(C) the 
linear dynamical System over R’ given by cp* (L) = (q(F), q(G)) where 
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q(F) = (cp(J,)) and q(G) = (cp(g,,)). The linear dynamical System (p*(X) will bc 
called the extension of z by Change of scalars from R to R’ via (p. 
Let /; be a Prime ideal of R. We put z,, by t;,(C) where i,, : R + R#, is the 
canonical homomorphism and R,, is the ring ot fractions of R with respect to 
the multiplicative set R - /;. We put C(y)) by n:,(X) where x,,, : R - X(,,J is 
the canonical homomorphism and /Y(/;) is the residual field of R at ,, (i.c. 
U,/) = R,,I,,R,,). 
We shall consider the following relations: Two Systems z‘ and C’ over R at-c 
pointwise (respectively closed pointwise) feedback equivalents if and onl> if 
X( ,,) (resp. 2-(M)) is feedback equivalent to C’(,J) (resp. C’(,,,)) for all prime 
(resp. maximal) ideal /j (resp. M) of R. 
The Paper is organized as follows. Section 3 is devoted to construct a set 01‘ 
invariants for the class of equivalence of ,X by the action of the feedback group. 
These invariants do not characterize the Orbit of C when R is an arbitrary ring. 
However. if R is a field, we prove that these invariants are equivalent to the 
sequence of Kronecker indices. 
Section 3 is devoted to charactcrize, in terms of the set of invariants con- 
structed in Section 2. the pointwise feedback and the closed pointwise feedback 
relations. It is proved that this characterization tan be expressed in topological 
terms. 
In Section 4 we determine the class of commutative rings for jvhich the 
feedback relation and the pointwise feedback relation are equivalents. In fact. 
it is proved that this class is formed by the absolutely fat rings. In particular ~\e 
obtain that the topological space x’ is a P-space if and only if the 1Ccd- 
back equivalence between z(x) and r’(x) for all .x- E A’ implies the feedback 
equivalence over the ring of functions R = %(X. KZ) bctween 1 and 2“. 
Finally. Spec R will denote the set of all Prime ideals of R with the Zariski 
topology. The closed sets for this topology are of the form 
where u is an ideal of R. For ,f’ E R we set D(,f’) = { ,/ E spec R/ f’ @ // }: this is 
the complement of V((f)) and therefore is an open set. In fact. the open sets 01 
the form D(,f) form a basis for the Zariski topology of spec R. The set 01’ 
maximal ideals of R is written max R and will be considered with the subspace 
topo1ogy. 
2. Construction of invariants 
Let C = (F. G) be a linear dynamical System 01. size (nl. n) (i.e. ni-input 
n-dimensional) over R. For i = 1. IZ we denote by AT)’ the submodule of R” 
generated by the columns of the (n x im)-matrix 
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G,” = (GIFGI . . IF”G). 
We denote also by G,’ the homomorphism of R-modules 
G,” : R’” + R” 
defined by the matrix Gi’. 
Recall that the linear dynamical System Z is reachable if and only if Nf = R”. 
We denote by M,?, for each i = 1,. . , n, the quotient R-module 
M,? = R”/N;. 
Lemma 2.1. Let C = (F, G) and Z’ = (F’, G’) be two feedback eguivalent linear 
dynamical Systems of size (m,n) over a commutative ring R. Then we haue the 
following properties. 
1. N,’ is isomorphic to NLz’ for euch 1 < i < n. 
2. M,? is isomorphic to M,?' for euch 1 < i < n. 
3. If cp : R + R’ is a ring homomorphism, then we haue 
M-*(z) 
I ” M,‘?R’. 
Proof. 
1. We tan check that Nf is isomorphic to N,?’ when C’ is obtained from C by 
a Single transformation of type 1,2 or 3. Anyway, the reader tan see [2], 
Lemma 2.1 for details. 
2. This is an immediate consequence of (1). 
3. First note that, by definitions, we have the following equality 
Gj’*“) = p(Gi’) = (~(G)~c,D(F)~(G)J (<p(F)‘-‘q(G)). 
Consider the exact sequence 
The right exactness of the tensor product yields an exact sequence 
Since MT*(‘) satisfies the exact sequence 
R1i.m ;,*,,, id R’” + M”*(‘) + 0. 
Then, the result follows from the equality (1) 0 
(1) 
Remark 2.2. By Lemma 2.1, we have that {NF}, <i<n and {MF}, <i<n are two 
sets of invariants associated to the linear dynamka] System C by the action of 
the feedback group. The following example Shows that the sets of invariants 
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PL% <;<n and PL?, <i<n are not sufficient to state the class of C by the 
action of?he feedback gro;p F,,,(R). 
Let R = Z be the ring of integers and set 
F= 
and 
1 0 
G= ( > 0 5 
Put 
F’ = 
and G’ = G and consider the linear dynamical Systems C = (fr. G) and 
C’ = (F’, G’). 
We have 
Nf = NF = im(G) = Z @ 5Z, 
Nf 1 0 0 0 = (G(FG) = im = o 5 3 o Z’l 
Nf’ = (GJF’G) = im 0 zz p 
By [4], Theorem 2.4 C is not feedback equivalent to .X’ because the following 
congruence 
3 s &4(mod 5) 
has no Solution if h E Z and u is an unit in Z. 
When R = k is a field, we shall prove in Proposition 2.5 that the feedback 
class of a reachable linear dynamical System C is characterized by the invariant 
k-vector spaces {Mf}, ~ I an or by the set of integers {dimk(MZZ)}, g ,(,i. First. 
we recall a classical result by Brunovsky [l]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let C be an m-input, n-dimensional reachable linear dynamical 
system over k (a jield>. Then there exist u jinite set sf positive integers 
kl 3 k2 3 . . 3 k,y > 0 uniquely determined by C ,rith C:=, ki = n such that 
C is jeedback equivalent to C, = (FC, G,) where FC und G, are descrihed 
below: 
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E, 0 ... 0 
where Ei is the ki x k, matrix 
E, = 
G, = 
el 0 ... 0 0 “. 
0 e2 f.. 0 0 “’ 0 
. . . . . .) 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
0 0 .” e,y 0 . . . 0 1 0 
where e, is the k, x 1 matrix e, = ( 0 . . . 0 1 )‘. 
The integers {ki}fz, are called the Kronecker indices of C, and C, = (FC, G,) 
described above is called the Brunovsky canonical jtirrn associated to the 
Kronecker indices {kl}:=, . 
Proof. See [l] or [2]. 0 
Remark 2.4. The set of positive integers {k;}, G iGs is a complete set of 
invariants for the System .Z. In fact, two reachable linear dynamical Systems 
(over a field k) Z and C’ are feedback equivalents if and only if they have the 
same set of Kronecker indices. 
Proposition 2.5. Let k be a Jield and 1 = (F, G) a reachable linear dynamical 
System of size (m, n) over R. We put CF = dimk(M,L) for 1 < i< n. Then 
{6)1 <i<n is u complete set oj’ invariants of the class of equivalence of .Z 
(i.e. ZX ii feedback equivalent to C’ if und only if uf = 0”’ for all i with 
1 < i < n). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, we tan assume that C is a Brunovsky 
canonical form. With the notations of the above theorem, we have 
r; :. E"e I 1 0 0 0 “’ 0 0 Eie2 .‘. 0 0 ... 0 F”G x 0 0 .” Ef'e, 0 ..’ 0 11 
Note that E;e, = 0 for h 2 k,. Moreover, the intersection of the vector sub- 
spaces im(FhG) and im(Fh’G) of k” is (0) when h # h’. 
We give an algorithm to relate the set of invariants {k,}, <,<, with the set of 
invariants {dimi, im(GIFGI...lF’~‘G)},.,,. = {dim Ne’},, ,< il. 
Let dim .Nf = dim imG = s # 0. Then we have 
dim Nf = dim im(GJFGI . . Fh ‘G) = hs for 1 <h<k,. 
Consequently the first k, terms of the sequence { dim NT}, ~ / ~,, are 
s. 2s. . . . . k,s. 
There exists an integer sI with 0 < sl < s such that 
dim Nt_, = dim im(GlFGI . F”\G) = k,s + sl. 
If s, = 0 it follows that n = k,s and hence the Kronecker indices sequence of C is 
k, =k,_, =...=k, =n. 
s 
Suppose s, # 0. Then we have 
k, = k,_, = = k,,,, < k,, 
and 
dim Nf = k,Ss + (h - k,,)s, fork,+ 1 <h<k,,. 
Consequently the first k,, terms of the sequence { dim NT}, ,: ,C,, are 
.s, 2s, . k,s. k,s + sl. . k,5s + (k,, - k,)s, 
There exists an integer SZ with 0 < s2 < s, < s such that 
dim Nf, _, = dim im(GIFG1 . Fh‘l G) = k,s + (k,, - k,)s, + SZ 
If .Q = 0 it follows that n = k,s + (k, - k,)s, and hence the Kronecker indices 
sequence is 
k,, = k, , = ... = k,,,~, < k,, = ‘. = k,. 
Moreover k, and k,, are determined by the sequence {dim N”} which is 
{s.2.s, . . . . k,s,k,s+s,,k,s+2s ,.... :k,s+(k,, -k,+ l)s, 
= n - s,, k,s + (k,,, - k,)s, = H}. 
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Suppose s2 # 0. Then we have 
k., = k,-, = . . = k,,,, < k,, = k,,,, = . = k,,,, < k,,. 
Iterating this process we obtain that there exists an integer t and positive 
integers s = so, sl , . . ..st with 0 < s, < st-l < . . < sI < so such that 
n = k,s + (a, - k,)sr + (k,, - ks,)sz + . . + (k,, - k.,,_,)st, 
where the sequence of Kronecker indices is 
k,, = . . = k,?,,, < k,, = . = kS,+l < k.,, = . . . < k,, = . = kl 
and the sequence {dim NF} is 
{s, 2s, 3s, . . , kss, k,s + SI, k.,s + 2sr : . , k,s 
+(k,, - k.y)sl, . , k,s + . + (hm, - 5, &, 
fst, . , k,s + . + (km, - k,r,~ 2)s,p, + (k,, - k,<_, bt}. 
Now, we conclude that we tan obtain the Kronecker indices {k,}, <, As from 
the invariants {dimk im(GIFGI . IF’-’ G)}, ~ i ~ n and since Ruf = dimk (Mf) = 
n - dimk im(GIFGI . /PIG), we tan conclude that the set of Kronecker 
indices {k;}, G i<S of the linear dynamical System Z = (F, G) tan be stated from 
the indices {~~),,,,,. 0 
3. Pointwise equivalence 
Definition 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring, C and C’ two reachable linear 
dynamical Systems of size (m, n) over R. We say that C and C’ are pointwise 
(respectively closed pointwise) feedback equivalents if and only if C( fi) = x*~ (C) 
and L’(j) = $(C’) (resp. C(M) = Zum and Z’(H) = x;~(Z~,,)) are feedback 
equivalents over k(b) (resp. k(m)) f or each fi (resp. each M) Prime ideal (resp. 
maximal ideal) of R. 
Previously to characterize when two linear dynamical Systems are pointwise 
feedback equivalents and when two linear dynamical Systems are closed point- 
wise feedback equivalents, we review some basic results on determinantal ideals 
of a matrix. 
Let A be a (p x q)-matrix over a commutative ring R. Denote by 
$A : Rq + Rp 
the homomorphism of free R-modules defined respect to the Standard basis by 
the matrix A. Put M = Coker $, and consider the following exact sequence 
Rq 2 RP + Coker $, + 0 
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We denote by d?/,(A) thejth determinantal ideal of the matrix A (i.e. the ideal 
of R generated by all the (j x j)-minors of A). We have the following proper- 
ties. (See [5], ch. 1,3). 
Dl: R = ‘l/“(A) > &,(A) > ‘.. -1 9,(A) 2 ..’ 
D2: Lf R 3 R’, is an homomorphism of rings, then we have the equality 
of ideals of R’ 
+V,(cp(A)) = ‘#,(A)R’, 
where <p(A) is the (p x q)-matrix over R’ obtained by extension of ,4 via (p. 
D3: Tf R is a field then 
dimR(Coker $,) = p - sup{,i: f/,(A) # (0)). 
D4: The sequence @Y,(A)), a 0 of determinantal ideals associated to A char- 
acterizes the function 
rk(, : specR + Ni, 
/j H diml,FiM(j/). 
where A4(p) =M~% k(b) is the k(j)-vector space obtained from 
M = Coker $,r by cfiange of scalars from R to /i(/;). In fact 
rk,,(,+) = P - sup {j: @,(A) $Z $} 
D5: M = Coker ti,d is a projective R-module if and only if every determinant- 
al ideal #,(A) is an ideal generated by an idempotent element of R. In par- 
ticular. M = Coker I+!I, is a projective finitely generated R-module of 
constant rank if and only if rk,!, is a constant function. 
The next result characterizes when two linear dynamical Systems Z and i’ 
are pointwise equivalents. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R he a ring, C and C’ two reachahk linear &namicul .s~~.rtw~.s (!f 
size (nz. n) over R. Then, the ,follobiirlg .statement.s are ryuioalrnt: 
1. C is pointuYse equivalent to .Z’. 
2. For euch i E { 1. .., n} and euch j E (0, . . . . n }, thc ideals /I/,( GL) und 4/,( g“ ) 
oj’R have the same radical. 
3. The jimctions rk,$,z and rk,&,:g are ryual,for oll i. 
Proof. Let # be a Prime ideal of R and let x,, be the canonical homomorphism 
from R to R,. Since 
G”(,/’ , = nj(cf) and G/“/‘! = rc,(@?‘) 
by the above property D2, it follows that 
+Y,(??f’/;‘) = #,(?$)k(/) for all Prime ideal j of R 
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‘r/,(GT”“) = &,(Gr)k@) for all Prime ideal fi of R. 
Hence we have: 
qi(p) = k(j) if and only if #,(Gf’) $Z #. o 
if and only if %,( GI’) c fi: 
By Proposition 2.5 and the property D3, the linear dynamical Systems C(b) 
and Z’(#) are feedback equivalents if and only if #j((Gf”‘) = 9,(Gf’:“l) for all 
integers i. j. It follows that C and Z’ are pointwise feedback equivalents if and 
only if for every Prime ideal / of R the conditions ‘?/j(Gf) & # and %,(GF’) c /Z 
are equivalents (i.e. the ideals Stij(@‘) and Wj((Gf’) have the same radical). Con- 
sequently the equivalence between (1) and (2) is proved. 
To prove the equivalence between (2) and (3) assume that the ideals ‘&j(GF) 
and qj(@‘) have the same radical. It follows that the conditions &,(Gf) & fi 
and q/j(Gf’) c # are equivalents for every Prime ideal # of R. By the above 
properties D3 and D4, we have 
rk,b,f(#) = n - sup(j: &,(GF”“) g #} 
and 
rk,&,/ (p) = II - sup j: 
By hypothesis, we have for every Prime ideal #Z of R that ~%j(G~(‘)) g #Z if 
and only if “u,($“~‘) 9 #.. It follows that the integers sup{j: %,(G~‘~‘) g #} 
and sup { j: JRi(GF (“)) g #z} are equal for every Prime ideal b of R. This is 
equivalent to rki (b) = rk,,[zl (#) for every Prime ideal # of R and the theorem 
is proved. 0 
Remark 3.3. The above result proves that two reachable linear dynamical 
Systems C and C’ are pointwise feedback equivalents if and only if the closed set 
V(+Vi(@)) is equal to V(Oaj(GF)) f or all positive integers i and j. Conse- 
quently, the pointwise feedback equivalence is a topological property. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let R he a ring, C and C’ tbi’o reachahle linear dynamicul .~~:rten7.s 
of’size (m, n) over R. Then, the jollolving statements arc equivalrnt: 
1. C is closed pointwise rquivulent to 1’. 
2. For ed7 j and euch i 
V(N,(C?,‘)) n max R = V(+/,(<;,“)) n max R 
Proof. This result is obtained as a straightforward corollary of Theorem 
3.2. 0 
Remark 3.5. Let X be a compact topological space and let R = % (X; [w) be the 
ring of continuous real functions defined over X. The application 
X + maxR 
.Y H u/\ = { ,f E R/.f(.x) = 0} 
is an homeomorphism between X and max R (See [3], Ch. 1, ex. 26, for details). 
If Z and C’ are two reachable linear dynamical Systems over R = %(X; iw). 
the above result Shows that C(x) is feedback equivalent to Z’(X) for all x E X 
if and only if the ideals JM,(G~“) and #,(g,“) of the ring of functions R have 
the Same set of Zeros on X for allj and for all i. 
To conclude this section, we provide a characterization of Brunovsky linear 
dynamical Systems in terms of the function rk,vl. 
Recall that Z is called a Brunovsky linear dynamical System if and only if C 
is feedback equivalent to a Brunovsky canonical form. (See [2] for definition 
and details.) 
Theorem 3.6. Lrt R he a ring such that ever-7 jinitely generated projectiw 
R-module isfiee und 1 he u reuchahk lineur dynarniral sJ,stem ofsize (m. n) OWF 
R. Tlwn, thrJ0llowing Statements arc ryuivulent. 
1. C is a Brunovsky linear dynamical s?>stem. 
3 I. rk,,’ is a con.stant,function ,for euch i E { 1,. n}. 
Proof. (1) =+ (2) is clear. Conversely, assume that 
rk,$,; (fl) = n ~ sup j: 
is a constant function. By the property D5 of determinantal ideals, it follows 
that A4,’ is a finitely generated projective R-module of constant rank. 
Since every finitely generated projective R-module is free, M,Z is free. This is 
equivalent to Z being a Brunovsky linear dynamical System (see [2]). C 
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4. Characterization of rings having the pointwise-global property for equivalence 
of reachable linear dynamical Systems 
Let R be a commutative ring. Recall that R is an absolutely flat ring if and 
only if each R-module is flat (i.e. if M is an R-module then the functor (-9 M) 
is exact). If R is an absolutely flat ring then the following properties hold [6], ch. 
1.2, ex. 17; ch. 11.4 exs. 9,15,16: 
AFl: If fi is a Prime ideal of R then b is maximal. So we have that the point- 
wise feedback equivalence relation and the closed pointwise equivalence re- 
lation are equal over an absolutely flat ring. 
AF2: If M is a maximal ideal of R, then R, is a field. Note that R, is canon- 
ically isomorphic to R/M. In particular, the canonical homomorphism 
R -+ R,# is surjective. 
AF3: If n is a finitely generated ideal of R then there exist an idempotent 
e E R such that 
a = (e). 
Finally recall that R is an absolutely flat ring if and only if V(J) is a subset 
both open and closed of spec R for all f E R. Consequently the subset 
D(J) = spec R - V(f) . 1s an open and closed subset of spec R. 
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a commutative ring. Then the following Statements are 
equivalent: 
1. R is an absolutely flat ring. 
2. Two reachable linear dynamical Systems C and C’ are feedback equivalents if 
and only if Z and C’ are closed pointwise feedback equivalents. 
Proof. Assume (1). Let R be an absolutely flat ring and let Z = (F, G) and 
C’ = (F’, G’) two reachable linear dynamical Systems over R. If C and C’ are 
feedback equivalents, then it is clear that C and C’ are closed pointwise 
feedback equivalents. 
Now suppose that C and C’ are pointwise feedback equivalents. Let b be a 
Prime ideal of R. By AF1 we have that fi = H is a maximal ideal of R and by 
AF2 the field R/,m is isomorphic to R,,,. Consequently there exists an element 
(&+ !&, 3 &,) 
of the feedback group F,,n(R,) such that 
GL, = R(,, G,Q<+~>, 
$ = J’<,,c> CF,,, + GJ(,) >p(m, , (4 
where the matrices F,, G,, F,: and Gin are obtained from F, G, F’ and G’ 
respectively by Change of scalars from R to R,. 
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Since R is an absolutely flat ring, then the canonical homomorphism R + R,,, 
is surjective because R, is isomorphic to R/w. Then there exist matrices Pt,,,‘, 
Q(“” and K(/)#) over R such that 
(P”“‘),,, = PC,,<) (Q”“‘),,, = Q,,,?, (K”‘)),,, = Km,. 
where newly, (P’“(j) ,,I ’ (Q(-1) ,,, and (K(“,)) are obtained from Pc,*“, Q’,fpi and 30 
Ki”” by extension of scalars from R to R,,,. Using the equalities (2), we have 
G’ = (P”‘) G (Q’~~~‘) 
111 ,,, e/ 
. 
,l/ 
F:,(P”“‘),,, = (f?,,<(E,, + WK”“‘),,,). 
(3) 
It follows that there exists an element s,,, +? W, such that 
s 
M, 
(G’ _ pl-d@“‘) = 0 
s,,,(F’P(“’ - P”“(F + GK”“)) = 0. 
On the other hand, since (PC”“),,! and (Q()7’l),,, are invertible matrices in R,,. it 
follows that (P”,)),,,, and (Q”“)),,,, are invertible matrices in R,,?, if detP(“‘) $ H’ 
and detQ(j80 $ M’. Then for each M’ E D( detP(““) n D( det Q(“‘)) n D(.Y,,,) we 
have that (Pt-“) , and (Q(+*/‘) 
ities hold ‘H 
,,(, are invertible matrices and the following equal- 
G’ , = (p’““) ,G 4,s ,,, N/ ,(Q”l) ,// 
<:,,(P”“),,,, = (P(“‘),,<,(E,/ + G,,,I(K”“),,,,) 
(4) 
note that D( det P(““) n D( det Q(-o) n D(s,>~) = D(s,,, det Pc*“) det Q(8t*‘). By the 
property AF3, we have that (s,,, det Pc”’ det Q(,,O) = (cz,,,) where e,,, is an idem- 
potent element of R. 
Now since Pc”/) and Q(“’ are invertible matrices in R,,,, we have that 
det Pc”,’ $ HWI and det Q(“‘) @ pn. We also have that s,,, $ ,M then it follows that 
YW E D(r,,,). Then we have the equality spec R = U,,,Emaw RD(e,,,). 
Recall that spec R is a cuasi-compact topological space, consequently there 
exists WI,. , wr maximal ideals of R such that spec R = U:_, D(e ,,,, ). 
Put 
ei = e,,,, , 
e = e,,#?(l -et), 
e3 = e,,,, (1 - el)(l - e2), 
e,=e,,,,(l -el)...(l -e,_l), 
it follows that 
spec R = U o(q) and D(e,) nD(ei) = 0 if i # j. 
i=l 
(5) 
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Note that for each M’ E max R there exists an unique io such that 
m’ E o(ei,)) C o(e,,,,, ). By (4) we have the following equalities 
G’ d/ - (P(““a)) ,G ,I/ “f ~(Q”““‘) , = 0 ,,# 7 
F’ (P’““cJ ‘),,,, - (P(““cJ)),,~, (F,J + G,,,, (K’““oi),,,,) = 0: 
(6) 
,>,l 
Now, using Eq. (51, there exists gI,. , x,. elements in R such that 
Consider the matrices with entries in R given by 
K = xr.,eiK(“‘). 
i=l 
We Claim that 
G’ = FGQ: 
F’P = P(F + GK) 
(7) 
and that (P, Q, K) is an element of the feedback group F,,,(R). 
We shall prove the equalities (7). It is sufficient to prove that the equalities 
hold on R,,, for any maximal ideal H of R. 
Let M be a maximal ideal of R. There exists an unique i0 such that 
SSV E D(ei,), and hence (e,/l) = 0 in R,,( for all j # iO. Then, using (6) 
= (p’“‘zo ‘) G ( Q(Wo ‘) 
0, >+p 
= G’ 
,,i> ,n 
And the same argument proves the second equality, i.e. 
(P(E + GK))_ = (P(“Jo)),>JF,, + G,,,(K(“‘zo’),,J = (F’P),,, 
Now, we have that Pp,< = (P(‘+[J)),,~ is invertible in R,, because 
m E o(ei,,) C D(e+,) C D(det P (““0’). So we have that the matrix P is invertible 
over R because the matrices P,,, are invertibles for all ,M maximal ideal of R. The 
same argument proves that Q is an invertible matrix over R. Therefore (P, Q, K) 
is an element of the feedback group F,,,(R). 
To prove (2) =S (1) assume that R is not an absolutely flat ring. Then by the 
properties of the absolutely flat rings, there exists a E R such that V(a) is not a 
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closed and open set of spec R. In particular we have that the principal ideal (CI) 
of R is not an idempotent ideal (i.e. (0) # (a)‘). 
Consider the reachable linear dynamical Systems over R: 2, = (F. GI ) and 
2_11 = (F. G) where: 
We Claim that L, and Lz are pointwise feedback equivalents but Z‘I and X; 
are not feedback equivalents. 
Let ,i be a Prime ideal of R, if a E ,i then u’ E $. Hence CI (,i) and CZ(//) arc 
equal to the System 
((Y :). (:I 0)). 
if a 9 /i then ,$ @ ,+. Hence z,(j) and Z7(j/) are feedback equivalent to the 
System 
therefore Cr and C, are pointwise feedback equivalents. 
On the other hand the feedback invariant modules Mf’ and Mt’ are 
Mf’ = R’/im( A 0) Y? R/(u) 
and 
since (u) is not an idempotent ideal of R, then we have that (a) # ((1’) [hl, 
Ch. 11, 4 ex. 15, then MF’ 9 A4;’ and hence Z, and Zz are not feedback equiv- 
alents (see Lemma 2.1). And the theorem is proved. g 
Remark 4.3. It is an open Problem to characterize the feedback equivalence of 
reachable linear dynamical Systems over an arbitrary ring. In this Paper we 
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have given sets of invariants for the feedback equivalence relation but this set is 
not a complete one. 
For general reading on the subject see Ref. [8]. 
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